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Abstract 
A new method to research attention and short-term remembering interaction is presented. Attention and memory are 
investigated during performing of the unified task that demands both for attention and memory. The memory span is 
measured using the stimuli of the Stroop task (the names of the colors that are printed with color inks). There were found 
some  new results:  The  Stroop  memory  effect  is  a  decreasing  of  the  memory  span  in  condition  of  incongruity  between  the  
meaning of the word and the color in comparison with short-term remembering of the colors of the meaningless set of 
symbols. The memory facilitation effect is increasing of the memory span in conditions of congruity between the meaning of 
the word and the color in comparison with short-term remembering of the colors of the meaningless set  of  symbols.  It  was 
found that the Stroop memory effect higher in magnitude than the memory facilitation effect. 
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1. Introduction 
Attention and memory interaction is traditional problem in psychology, it is discussed since classical 
experimental psychology was founded (Wundt, 1912; Ebbinghaus, 1885). Deeper and more detailed coverage of 
the problem is in contemporary cognitive psychology (e.g., Norman, 1969; Baddeley, 1986; Cowan, 1988, 1995; 
Craik, 1999; Engle, 2002). 
Due to intensive development of information technology in recent years there is a significant increase in 
research in this area using the new methods and modified classical methods of investigation of memory and 
attention. It leads to a significant enrichment of knowledge about psychological mechanisms of cognitive 
processes such as memory and attention (e.g., Shiffrin, Schneider, 1977; Baddeley, 2001/2002; Cowan, 1993; 
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McElree, 2001; Zacks, Hasher, 1994). And the closest relations of attention and memory are observed during the 
short-term remembering. In most studies on relation of attention and memory generally the functional approach is 
used when research methods are developed separately for the memory and for the attention. Theories and models 
of these processes are closely linked to each other. But their empirical study carried out separately: results 
assumed memory are interpreted by means of theoretical concepts of attention and vice versa (Baddeley, 1996; 
Broadbent, 1958; Norman, 1968). The problem of attention and memory interaction remains at the hypothetical 
level. Using the well-known methods does not bring an adequate data to test suggested theoretical assumptions. 
And dual-task paradigm does not resolve the problem of separated research of attention and memory at empirical 
level. As a result, it inhibits the development of as theories concerning attention as theories concerning memory. 
That is why the development of special methodological techniques for experimental study attention and memory 
interaction is particularly acute (Zinchenko, Pervichko, 2012). 
In the present study we attempted to create a new method that is free of the gap and that consists the studying 
the attention and memory interaction while one group of subjects performs the task that has demands as to 
attention as to memory. Methodological technique proposed in this study combines into one task two classic 
tasks: memory span task and Stroop task. Memory span task typically demands the subject to recall a sequence of 
the items immediately after their presentation. The greatest number of presented items which can be recalled 
correctly is taken as a subject’s memory span. In the Stroop task subjects has to name as quickly as possible the 
colour of ink in which an incompatible colour name or meaningless set of symbols is printed (Stroop, 1935; see 
for a review MacLeod, 1991). The fact that it takes significantly more time to name ink colour in which 
incongruent colour name is printed (e.g.,  word RED printed in blue ink) in compare with the time to name ink 
colour of meaningless set of symbols (e.g. XXX printed in blue ink) is known as the Stroop effect and considered 
as attentional phenomenon or even as “gold standard” of attentional measures (MacLeod, 1992). Separately 
memory span task and Stroop task are widely used in research of human memory and attention (e.g. Duff, Logie, 
2001; Conway, Kane, Bunting, Hambrick, Wilhelm, Engle, 2005). There were no attempts to combine the 
memory span task and the Stroop task in one experiment. 
2. Experimental Study 
2.1. Method 
2.1.1. Participants 
The participants were 18 students in the age from 18 to 30 years with normal or corrected-to-normal vision 
including normal color sensitivity. The mean measures for digit span task of these subjects were from 4,5 to 9,5 
that is evidence for the subjects’ normal memory span task performance for usual material (digits). 
2.1.2. Material 
In a first condition — congruent — there were presented series consisted of the words RED, BLUE, GREEN, 
printed in colour, which coincides with word mean (e.g., the word BLUE was printed in blue colour). In a second 
condition — neutral — there were presented series consisted of non-words XXXXXX, each printed in one of 
three colours: red, blue, or green. The amount of symbols in these non-words was the same as the average 
amount in the words. In a third condition — conflict — there were presented series consisted of the words RED, 
BLUE, GREEN, printed in the colour, that differs from the word mean: word RED was printed either in blue or 
in green, word BLUE was printed either in green or in red, and word GREEN was printed either in red or in blue. 
2.1.3. Procedure 
Words red, blue, green, and a set of six X-symbols were presented sequentially on a homogeneous background 
of gray in the same place of screen. The font of item was in one of three colours: red, blue or green. Presentation 
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time for each item was 300 ms. All the series presented with a rate of 2,5 items per second. Between the items on 
their place the mask as a grid was presented for 100 ms. The sequence of each trial was generated by computer 
program during the experiment in pseudo-random order. This prevents the presentation of two consecutive items 
in the same colour. 
In all the experiments the memory span was measured for the colour of items in three experimental conditions 
that are different in presented material. The subject had to remember and immediately to recall the colours of all 
items of the trial in the order of their presentation by pressing the corresponding keys. It was emphasized in the 
instructions to the subject to try to remember as many items as possible in each trial of experiment. There was no 
any special instruction to ignore the form and meaning of the item. If all items in the trial were correctly recalled 
in the order of presentation, the length of the next trial increased by one item, and if any error occurred (missing, 
permutation or addition), the length of the next trial was decreased by one item. This method of presentation is 
known as ‘up-and-down’ (e.g. Watkins, 1977). Each subject participated in one experimental session, consisting 
of  six  series.  Each of  the  series  was  a  sequence  of  30  trials  corresponding to  the  same experimental  conditions  
(conflict, neutral, and congruent). In the first trial of each series there were presented three items. Each subject 
participated in one experiment conducted on one of the six schemes constructed on the basis of the positional 
adjustment (equalization): (1) Neutral-Congruent-Conflict-Conflict-Congruent-Neutral; (2) Neutral-Conflict-
Congruent-Congruent-Conflict-Neutral; (3) Congruent-Conflict-Neutral-Neutral-Conflict-Congruent; (4) 
Congruent-Neutral-Conflict-Conflict-Neutral-Congruent; (5) Conflict-Congruent-Neutral-Neutral-Congruent-
Conflict; (6) Conflict-Neutral-Congruent-Congruent-Neutral-Conflict. 
Before the main experiment all subjects performed training series. It was carried out on a reduced version of 
appropriate scheme and consisted of 12 trials: two trials for each condition. The subject could take a short break 
between series. The memory span measure was defined as the average length of the last 20 trials in the series. On 
the basis of the mean in two series of one condition overall average mean for the condition was calculated. 
2.2. Results 
In the Table 1 there are presented the means and dispersions in the different experimental conditions for the 
group of the subjects. As can be seen from the second row of the table, the means of memory span for the group 
of subjects was as follows: in conflict condition — 4,06, in neutral condition — 5,26, in congruent condition — 
6,21 items. Consequently, the memory span on the colours of the items in presented series in the neutral 
condition was higher than in the conflict condition but lower than in congruent condition. There was not found 
any stable relationship between dispersion and conditions. 
In order to determine the significance of these differences in memory span in different conditions there was 
conducted single-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA)  with  repeated  measures  — with  the  assumption  that  the  
distribution of each of them is not different from normal one (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: D(18)=0,144, p=0,2 
(conflict condition); D(18)=0,154, p=0,2 (neutral condition); D(18)=0,123, p=0,2 (congruent condition)). 
Table 1. Means and dispersions of memory span in different conditions 
Condition Conflict Neutral Congruent 
Mean of memory span 4,06 5,26 6,21 
Dispersion of memory span 0,660 1,397 1,540 
 
General influence of factor of relationship of item colour and word meaning (non-correspondence in conflict 
condition, the absence in neutral condition and correspondence in congruent condition) on the difference in the 
values of memory span in different conditions was statistically highly significant (F(2, 51)=63,79, Ms=20,90, 
p<0,001). Pair comparisons by the Bonferroni’s method showed that memory span values in different conditions 
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differ significantly during their pair wise comparison: the effect of conflict or interference (difference in the 
values of memory span in neutral and conflict conditions) (d=1,2, p<0,001) was greater than the effect of 
congruency (difference in the values of memory span in congruent and neutral conditions) (d=0,95, p<0,001). For 
all subjects memory span in conflict condition was significantly less than in congruent condition. On average for 
the whole group of the subjects, this difference was 2,15 items: memory span in conflict condition is less than in 
congruent condirion about 1,5 times. This statistically significant result is a “sum” of the two statistically 
significant effects: a decrease (in the conflict condition) and an increase (in the congruent condition) of short-
term remembering productivity compared to a neutral condition. The decrease is 23%, and the increase — 18%. 
2.3. Discussion 
There may be different ways for interpretation of the results according to wide variety of theories and models 
of as attention as memory. We hope that the results will be helpful for comparable analysis of different theories 
and models and development of new conceptual assumptions. Decreasing of memory span in the conflict 
condition in compare with neutral condition — we name it memory Stroop effect — can be explained, for 
example, by using of limited resources of mental effort (attention) (Kahneman, 1973) on the processes of 
inhibition of irrelevant stimulus feature of the item such as word meaning (or an appropriate response induced by 
the feature) (Broadbent, 1958; Norman, 1968; Treisman, 1960). The distribution of limited resources between the 
memory process and the distraction from irrelevant information leads to the memory Stroop effect. In other 
words, the outflow of limited resources of mental efforts from short-term remembering of the items to the 
inhibition of irrelevant information in the conflict condition leads to the memory span decrease. In our case, the 
subject has to perform two tasks at once in the conflict condition. The productivity of one of the tasks 
(remembering colours) can indicate the efficiency in performance of the other (distraction from irrelevant 
information). So the memory span measure is an indicator of dynamics of attention. Increasing of memory span, 
found in the congruent condition — memory facilitation effect — can be seen as the result of an automatic 
selection on a spatial basis and activation of semantic information. To remember the sequence of colours that 
match to the word meanings, a simple preset of attention is needed. Since the automatic selection does not require 
mental effort, the controlled process of remembering is invested by more resources, and the memory span 
increases. Decreasing the memory span in the neutral condition compared with the congruent condition can be 
explained by difficulties in decoding of colours into words for easy to repeat form. Perception of items in each 
trial is accompanied by their pronunciation (naming), that requires some resources of mental effort. In addition, it 
causes interference with to be repeated previous items. This interpretation is consistent with both the literature 
(Kahneman, 1973) and subjective reports of our subjects. J.M. Cattell found that naming aloud the presented 
visual colour requires more time than the reading its name (Cattell, 1886). J.R. Stroop related the delay to more 
automated reading skills compared with colours naming (Stroop, 1935). In contemporary theories of attention, 
this means that the more automation, the less mental effort or attention (MacLeod, 1998, Shiffrin, Schneider, 
1977; Baddeley, 2002/2001). So the memory Stroop effect and the memory facilitation effect obtained with new 
method — memory span task for the Stroop task stimuli — may be used in research of attention and memory 
interaction as for theoretical models development as for practical psychological applications (Veraksa, Gorovaya, 
Leonov, Pashenko, Fedorov, 2012). 
We suppose that memory Stroop effect and memory facilitation effect obtained in the short-term remembering 
are depended on the strategies that used by the subjects. Preliminary analysis of changes in memory productivity 
during each series and a subjective report data confirmed that the determining factor of the magnitude of these 
effects is the relation of attention and memory strategies. 
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3. Conclusions 
Combining two well-known tasks — the memory span task and the Stroop task — we created new task to 
measure memory span for stimuli from the Stroop task. As preliminary research showed, it enables direct 
experimental study of the memory and attention interaction while one group of the subjects performs one task. 
Using the task we found new results that were named the memory Stroop effect and the memory facilitation effect. 
In further research we plan to verify the new task in a wide variety of conditions and with different subjects in 
order to define its potential, advantages and restrictions in basic research of attention, memory, and their 
interaction, as well as in the study of the individual differences of human cognitive activity. 
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